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Abstract
The rates of homogenizationof coherent exsolution lamellaein cryptoperthiteshave
been used to evaluate K-Na interdiffusion in alkali feldspars.An "average" interdiffusion
coefficient1D)is between2 and4 x l0-17 cm2/secfor a syntheticcryptoperthiteat 600"Cin
the compositionrange Or23-Or53,and between 6 and 12 x 10-16cm2lsecfor a natural
cryptopertlite at 650'C in the composition range Or6Ors5. These values are for diffusion
normal to (801)at I atmospherepressure.K-Na interdiffusion coefficientscalculatedfrom
published K and Na self-diffusioncoefficientsand thermochemicalsolution data for alkali
feldsparsdependstronglyon composition.The minimum D's calculatedare similar to the
"average" D's determinedfrom the homogenization
experiments.Finite-difference
models
of the homogenizationexperimentsusing the calculated,composition-dependentinterdiffusion coefficientsare in good agreementwith our experimentalresults. Homogenization
experiments appear to be successful in determining average interdiffusion coefficients
which are consistentwith diffusion data obtainedusing other techniques.The method is
especiallyuseful for determiningD's in the rangeof l0-16 to l0-le cm2/sec.

Introduction

sion couple of finite dimensions. The important
differencesare (l) the diffusion distancesrequired
During the last decade or so there has been a for homogenizationcan be on the scale of nanomesurge of interest in the use and measurementof ters, and (2) a very good or even coherentinterface
diffusiondata for minerals(Freer, 1981).Neverthe- exists betweenthe crystalsin the couple. The very
less, important diffusion data are still not available small diffusion distancesmake it possibleto meafor many common mineral groups such as plagio- sure very small diffusion coefficientswith comparaclase feldspars and amphiboles. This absenceof tively short run times. The good intedace should
data is due in part to the difficulty of measuringthe minimize any blocking efect that the intedace
very small diffusion coefficients that are typical of might have on diffusion.
many minerals at crustal temperatures. In this paBrady and McCallister (1980,1983)reporteddifper we report the results of a "simple" diffusion fusion data obtained from experimentsin which a
experimentthat can yield diffusion data for minerals kimberlitic diopsidecontainingpigeoniteexsolution
that contain exsolutionlamellae.Becausethe tech- lamellaewas homogenizedduring high temperature
nique can be used to measure very small diffusion annealing.Their resultswere not in agreementwith
coefficients(e.g., I x l0-le cm2lsecfor runs of I to other diffusion data reported for clinopyroxenes.
4 weeks),we feel that it will be usefulto geologists. The question arose as to whether there might be
The basic procedureis to homogenizefine-scale something in the nature of the homogenization
exsolution lamellae by annealing at temperatures experiments that could lead to incorrect diffusion
and pressuresin a single-phaseregion. Geometri- data. The alkali feldsparswere selectedto test the
cally the experimentis analogousto a simple diffu- homogenizationmethod becauseindependentself0003-404)0E3/0
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diffusion data were already available. As we show
below, diffusiondata obtainedusing the homogenization method are in good agreementwith diffusion
data obtained in other ways for feldspars. Price
(1981) has used homogenizationexperiments to
obtain difusion data for titanomagnetites.Although
his method of interpretation differs somewhatfrom
ours, his results are also consistentwith diffusion
data obtainedby other methods.
Experimental procedures
Most of the homogenization experiments were
performed on high sanidine-high albite coherent
cryptoperthites prepared from a natural adularia
following the proceduresof Siplingand Yund (1976,
p. 898). The crystals selectedhad a homogenized
c_ompositionof Ab57Ora3as determined from the
(201) d-spacing,with an anorthite content of less
than 0.1 mole percent as determinedby electron
microprobe. The cryptoperthite was produced by
annealingthe disordered,ion-exchangedcrystalsat
525"Cfor 24.85 days in air. The averagelamellar
spacing(center to center of like (801)lamellae)for
this materialis 15.5nm (Yund and Davidson, 1978).
Initial hl& X-ray precession photos were taken
for eachcrystal. The crystalswere then annealedat
60015'C in Pt containersopen to the atmosphere.
During the course of the annealing,eachcrystal was
removedseveraltimes to monitor the homogenization with precessionphotosand then returnedto the
furnace. The maximum compositiondifferencebetween the two sets of lamellae was estimated from
the separation or combined length of the two
(10 ' 0' 0) reflections. Although these estimates
were used to copstruct the figuresbelow, they are
not required to obtain the reported diffusion data.
The critical observationis the time requiredfor the
cryptoperthiteto homogenize.
Homogenization data were also gathered for a
naturalcryptoperthitefrom Big Bend, Texas,with a
bulk compositionof Ab6s.sOr3e.2Anq.6.
The lamellae
in this cryptoperthite are largely coherent (see
below), have a lamellar spacingof 110t20 nm as
measuredon transmission electron micrographs,
and have compositions of about Abee.sOrs.2
and
Ab15Ors5,
basedon a* andcorrectedfor coherency
usingthe data of Tullis (1975).The Na-rich phaseis
albite-twinned.Measurementof 20 for (060) and
(204)(Wright, 1968)on a samplehomogenizedfor
3 days at 800"Cin air indicates nearly complete Al/
Si disorder for this sample. Kinetic studies have
shown that the degree of AliSi disorder is not
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significantly affected by the homogenization at
800"C (Sipling and Yund, 1974). The Big Bend
cryptoperthite did not fully homogenize at 600"C.
We conclude from this result that the lamellae are
not perfectly coherent, due probably to the presenceof dislocationsat the lamellarintetfaces.Complete homogenizationwas obtainedat 650"C.
Resultsand interpretation
Approximate compositional differences between
the lamellae as determined from the homogenization experiments are shown by the symbols on
Figure la for the syntheticsampleand on Figure lb
for the naturalcryptoperthite.A constantor "average" K-Na interdiffusion coefficient (D) can be
calculated from these data, although it will be
shown below that this coefficientis stronglydependent on composition. A solution to the diffusion
geometryof
equationfor the finite, one-dimensional
a lamellar intergrowth is available in the form of an
infinite series for the case of a constant binary
interdiffusioncoefficient(Crank, 1975,p.63). This
solution is shown in Figure 1 in terms of the
composition difference between centers of adjacent
lamellae as a function of time and scaled appropriately for the two samples.Each solid line in Figure
I givesthe solutionfor a particularvalue (shown)of
the constantD. The dashedcurves in Figure I are
the results of a finite differencecalculationusing a
variableD and will be describedbelow.
Becausethe composition differencesshown for
intermediatetimes are only approximate,the criterion used to evaluate D was the attainment of
completehomogenization.Considerthe datafor the
Big Bend sampleshown in Figure lb. After about
1.4 x 104seconds,the Big Bend samplestill shows
signsof inhomogeneityon hkn precessionphotos.If
the interdiffusion coefficient was constant at a value
of 12 x 10-16cmzlsec,the sampleshouldhavebeen
homogenizedwithin experimentaluncertainty.Similarly, after about 2.2 x 104secondsthe Big Bend
sample was found to be fully homogenized. If the
interdiffusion coeffcient was constant at a value of
6 x 10-16 cm2lsec, evidence for inhomogeneity
should still be present. Thus, for the hypothetical
constant D case. the data at 650'C constrain the KNa interdiffusion coefficient within a factor of two.
Similarly, the data in Figure la for the synthetic
cryptoperthiteconstraina "constant" K-Na interdiffusioncoefficientto lie between2 and 4 x 10-17
cm2lsecat 600'C.As a generalrule, hom_ogenization
is essentiallycompletein the constantD caseif the
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quantity Dt/Lz is greaterthan about 0.5, where D is
As mentioned above, the K-Na interdiffusion
the interdiffusioncoefficient,t is time, and L is one- coemcientcannot be constantfor the conditionsof
half the lamellar spacing (see Brady and McCallis- our experiments.To see why this is so and to see
ter, 1983).For DtlLz : 0.5, the compositiondiffer- how the above analysiscan neverthelessbe useful,
encebetweenadjacentlamellaewill be lessthan 1% it is necessaryto draw upon other data availablefor
the alkali feldspars.Yund (1982)has reviewedpubof the original compositiondifference.
lished alkali self-diffusion data for the alkali feldspars and recommendsthe data of Foland (1974)
and Kasper (1975).Foland's data are for an orthoclaseof Oreacompositionand Kasper'sdata are for
Amelia low albite. Diffusion coemcientsbased on
the cylindrical models of Foland and Kasper are
uJ 0.3
o
used
in the following analysis(also seeChristofferExLfft7
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The interdiffusion coefficient (D(K-Na)) is related
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Fig. l. Progress of the homogenization of cryptoperthite
lamellaeis shown in terms of the differencein composition of the
centers of adjacent lamellae as a function of time for (a) a
synthetic cryptoperthite (initial lamellar spacing = 15.5nm) and
(b) a natural cryptoperthite (initial lamellar spacing : I l0 nm).
The solid curves show the predictedhomogenizationpath for the
composition-independentdiffusion coefficientsas indicated. The
dashedlines show predicted homogenizationpaths for variable
ditrusion coefficientsas explained in the text. The symbols show
observed homogenization data (difference in average lamellar
composition) for two synthetic crystals at 600'C (open and
closed symbols) and one crystal (Big Bend) at 650"C.Estimated
compositional uncertainties reflect the precision with which we
could measurethe (10 . 0 . 0) separation.

where X(Or) is the mole fraction and a(Or) is the
molar activity of orthoclase in an AfOr binary
solution(Manning,1968,p.2l; Brady, 1975).
In general, self-diffusioncoemcients will be a
function of composition (Reynolds et al., 1957;
Vignes and Birchenall, 1968).Foland and Kasper
each give D*(Na) and D*(K) for one composition
only. Therefore, we must estimate Dx(Na) and
D*(K) for intermediatecompositions.A linear extrapolation on a log D vs. composition diagram(Fig.
2) was used becausea simple linear extrapolation
leads to a negative D for pure Or at 600"C. If the
alkali feldsparsformed an ideal solution, then the
thermodynamic factor on the right side of equation
(1) would be unity and the interdiffusioncoefficients
predicted from the self-diffusion data would have
the valuesshownby the dashedline in Figure2. For
most feldspar compositions,the K-Na interdiffusion coefficientshouldbe nearly equalto D*(K) and
significantlysmallerthan D*(Na).
Becausethe alkali feldspars do not form an ideal
solution, the thermodynamicfactor in (l) must be
evaluatedto obtain a more accurate estimateof the
interdiffusion coefficients. The thermodynamic
properties of the sanidine-high albite series have
been well characterized by the work of Thompson
and Waldbaum (e.9., 1969).Their data should be
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Fig. 2. K-Na interdiffusion coefficients(dashedline) (cm2lsec)
calculated for the alkali feldspars at 6fi)'C are shown on a
logarithmic scale as a function of composition along with the K
and Na self-diffusion coefficients (solid lines) used in the
calculation. The self-diffusion coefficients were estimated from
the four data points (shown) from Foland (1974) and Kasper
(1975).For illustration the alkali feldsparswere assumedto be a
thermodynamicallyideal solution.
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decrease of the thermodynamic correction with
rising temperature, and (3) the very significant
variation of the K-Na interdiffusion coefficient with
composition. Christoffersen(1981) has measured
K-Na interdiffusion coefficientsfor alkali feldspars
at 1000"Cfrom diffusion couples annealed at high
pressures.Using a Boltzmann-Matano type analysis (see Wagner, 1969),he found a compositional
dependence of the interdiffusion coemcients that
closely matches that predicted using the methods
that led to Figure 3.
Although no exact solution to the diffusion equation is available for cases in which the diffusion
coefficient varies in an arbitrary way with composition, numerical approximations are readily obtained.Resultsof a finite-differencecomputersimulation of the homogenization process using the
estimatedK-Na interdiffusion coefficientsof Figure
3 are shown in Figure I as dashedlines. Agreement
of our experimental observations with the numerical predictions based on Foland's and Kasper's
data is very good. For both the Big Bend and the
synthetic cryptoperthites, the observed time re-

used to determine the thermodynamic factor for
strain-freefeldspars. However, the Gibbs energy
expression for the feldspars of our experiments
aoooc
must be correctedfor coherencystrain (e.g., Cahn,
1967).Therefore, we have obtained Margules parameters from the coherent solvus of Sipling and
Yund (1976),using the proceduresof Thompson ao
and Waldbaum(1969,p. 836) to evaluatethe ther- o 9 - l i f
6g0"c
modynamic factor in (1). The corrected interditru- o
'\,
sion coefficients are shown as the solid lines in
Figure 3 for temperatures of 600' and 800"C. Also
shown for comparison in Figure 3 are the predicted
interdiffusion coefficients for the hypothetical case
of an ideal solution (long dashes)and for strain-free
feldspars(short dashes).The strain of coherencyis
1.0
0.6
0.8
e, 1
o.2
o.e
gradually eliminated during homogenization. For
MOLE FRACTIONOr
this reason, neither the Margules expressionobcoefficients (cm2lsec)calculated
K-Na
interdiffusion
Fig.
3.
tained from the Sipling-Yund coherent solvus nor
for alkali feldspar are shown on a logarithmic scale as a function
the Thompson-Waldbaum expression is correct
ofcomposition at 600"and 800'C. The lines oflong dashesshow
throughout the homogenization. Evaluating the interdiffusion coefricients for the hypothetical case of
strain at stagesduring the homogenizationto com- thermodynamic ideality. The solid lines show interdiffusion
pute other Gibbs energy functions is not warranted coefficients corrected for the thermodynamic non-ideality of
until more tracer diffusion data are available for coherent cryptoperthites. The lines of short dashes show
interdifiusion coefficientscorrected for the thermodynamicnonintermediatecompositions.
ideality of strain-freealkali feldspars(Thompsonand Waldbaum,
The important features of Figure 3 are (1) the size 1969). Note that the interdiffusion coefficients for strain-free
of the thermodynamic correction (about two orders feldspars at 600"C are not shown for compositions within the
of magnitude near the solvus), (2) the gradual chemical spinodal where they are negative.
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quired to complete homogenizationis within 30% of
the predicted time. There is an apparent discrepancy between our results and the model predict^ions
for times early in the homogenizationprocess,but
this may well be due to the approximate nature of
our composition estimates and/or the estimates
used for self-diffusioncoefficientsat intermediate
compositions.Consideringthe uncertaintiesof Foland's and Kasper'sresultsand the completelack of
self-diffusiondata for intermediate compositions,
we feel that our data are entirely consistentwith the
data of Foland and Kasper.
The shape of the dashed line in Figure I is
significantly different from the shape of any of the
solid lines. However. in eachcasethe dashedline is
close to a comparativelyhigh D solid line for short
times and close to a lower D sofid line for long
times. This may be understoodby observingthat at
long times all of the compositionsin the homogenizing cryptoperthite are near the final (bulk) composition for which the interdiffusion coefficient has a
very low value. Indeed, we have found that the
constant D brackets to our homogenizationdata
shown in Figure I are very close to the value of the
minimum predicted K-Na interdiffusion coefficient.
We have tested severalother caseswith concaveupward functions for the interdiffusion coefficient
such as those shown in Figure 3. In each case the
time required for homogenization predicted by the
finite-differencemodel is about the sameas the time
requiredfor the case of a constant D equal to the
smallestpossible D. Becauseit is not possible to
determineD as a function of compositionfrom our
experiments,we recommendthe simpleconstantD
interpretation that approximates the minimum D in
the compositionrange considered.
In conclusion we would like to emphasizetwo
results.(l) Homogenizationexperimentsare a relatively easy way to obtain chemical diffusion information for minerals with exsolution textures. An
averageinterdiffusioncoefficientclose to the minimum D for the compositionrangeinvolved may be
obtainedby evaluatingthe expressionDt/Lz : 0.5
on the basisof homogenizationdata. (2) Interdiffusion coefficientscan be expectedto vary considerably with composition at physical conditions for
which a mineral deviates significantly from a thermodynamicallyideal solution.
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